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Gold, a few of their lead main-

Gaining Momentum In Louisville

tenance men accepted our

Louisville continues on its’ quest to penetrate

more competitive on our quotes than having to

the “Kentuckiana” trade area and in my opin-

bring someone down from Indianapolis.

ion, we’re gaining momentum. The addition of

Louisville is working with a local, privately

Chris Probus as our new Outside Salesperson

owned, Hydro-Power plant that is looking to

is a welcomed addition to our staff. In his short

use a medium voltage drive in regen mode

the vendor booths, and had

tenure with the company he has generated a

to feed power back onto the power grid. The

lunch. Two of the comments

variety of new customers and many new leads.

drive would be approximately 4000 Hp in size

they made, that stood out

Being from Lou-a-vul, (he even knows how to

and have a resale price of $198,000. If the first

to me, was that they were

say it correctly), Chris has that “local connec-

one works out, it could lead to three additional

tion” that I most assuredly lacked.

drives. The application is tied to a Department

Louisville is very close to becoming a certified

of Energy grant and we’re currently waiting

U.L. motor repair center for explosion proof

on their approval to release funds. If the DOE

motors. This will allow us to target all of the

approves the application Louisville will get the

man at the Orestes, IN facility

various chemical companies in the area as

order for the drive control.

asking us to come up and

well as all of the major bourbon distillers in

look at some pumps for laser

Kentucky. Louisville is also making progress to

alignment. Ralph Coonce and

get everything ready in preparation for future

As a result of pursuing Red

invitation to the Open House.
They attended on Wednesday
June 10th and spent 6 hours
at Wash St. They attended
3 classes, interacted with

impressed with the facility,
the Open House, and that
everyone was genuinely nice.
A few weeks later, I received
a call from one of the gentle-

I went up and looked at the
application, provided a quote,
and got a PO as a result.
They are now set up on terms
with us and hopefully it’s the

by Terry Thorne

EASA Accreditation whenever our company
makes the decision to go in that direction.
Wayne

Ecker

recently

attended

a

Thermography Training course and received

beginning of more opportuni-

his Level 1 Certification. This will now allow us

ties to come!

the opportunity to provide local Thermography
Field service which will allow Louisville to be
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Electrical
Field Service
Putnamville
Correctional
by: Jim Howson
A Springfield Hero
by: Mike Harper

Late

last

year,

Horner’s

overhead lines and installed

project was Bill Johnson who
came out of retirement to lend

We have a local hero at

Electrical Field Service group

temporary

Springfield division. Jim

was awarded the contract with

bypassed the normal power fed

his years of expertise.

Delawder (field service

the Indiana Department of

from the prison powerhouse to

Photo (1) shows the Aerial

supervisor) was recog-

Corrections to come up with

the aerial riser.

The normal

Riser. Photo (2) shows a closer

nized for saving a two

a way to connect a tempo-

feeder cables were then dis-

view of the Aerial Riser lines

year old girl’s life, earning

rary power source to the aer-

connected and the temporary

and feeder conduits. Photo (3)

the Meritorious Award of

ial lines running through the

substation was energized.

Shows the old 5kV switchgear

Service.

Putnamville Correctional 3,000

With all the power removed

lineup. Photo (4) shows the red

On Easter Sunday, Jim

acre facility and once complet-

from the old switchgear, our

jumper cables used to bypass

was traveling and saw the

ed, replace their old 5,000 volt

EFS crew began removing

the existing feeders from the

young girl standing on the

power distribution switches,

the old switches and installing

old

double yellow centerline

totaling nine in all.

the new Eaton Cutler Hammer

Energy’s temporary Substation

of the roadway with her

In order to accomplish this,

switchgear lineup. The Horner

Photo (5) shows the complet-

arms extended outward.

Duke Energy would bring to

crew,

Gary

ed cutover to the temporary

He pulled over and moved

the site, a temporary substa-

Anderson, Richard Bracken,

substation. Photo (6) shows

as fast as possible, to save

tion, large enough to handle

Rick Collins, Chris Gretz, Josh

the

her from harm’s way, as a

the anticipated power require-

TenEyck and Mark Tribby did

Switchgear Lineup.

car was approaching from

ments for the 3,000 acre facil-

an excellent job in accomplish-

the west, driven by Amber

ity.

The project began June

ing both parts of this project

Harris. Jim stated, “I felt like

1st. EFS identified all the con-

under budget and ahead of

I was in slow motion as I

ductors by phasing each of the

schedule.

jumpers

consisting

of

that

switchgear

newly

and

installed

Duke

Eaton

Overseeing this

raced to get the little girl off
the road before a car could
hit her.”
Amber also stopped to help
and they delivered her to
the Moorefield Township
Fire Department. The Clark
County Sheriff’s Department

1

2

3

then assisted with reuniting
the little girl with her frantic
parents.
We are proud to have Jim
as a member of our team at
Horner Industrial Group.
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Your Hard Work Is Appreciated

by: Alan Horner

Well here we are, half way through the year and where did

behind budget on the profitability side of things. We all need

the time go? It does not seem possible for it to already be

to focus very closely on the profitability of jobs at every level

July and the kids are out of school enjoying summer vaca-

so that we can get back on track for our 2015 budget. If

tion. I hope all of you have had time to take some time off

each and every one of us takes that extra moment to ensure

with your families and enjoy a summer vacation with them.

the quality of their work is there and that our customers are

I can remember some very fond memories of our parents

being taken care of the way they should be, then we should

taking us on vacations and how much fun we had together.

be able to get back on track and finish the year out strong.

Please take the necessary time and enjoy your families dur-

We must all remember, the only reason we are here is for our

ing the summer break!

customers and we need to treat them like they are our only

I wanted to also express my sincere appreciation to all of

customer. We are here to serve our customers with a smile

the employees involved in making the Open House such a

and a good attitude.

success. According to everyone that I have spoken to, cus-

I know a lot of you did not hear my opening speech for the

tomers and vendors, the Open House could not have gone

Open House but in that, I made it very clear that Horner is

any better than it did. Our vendors commented that the mini

who we are today because of our employees and our tradi-

trade show we had was better than some of the professional

tion of prompt reliable and high quality service, all the time.

ones they have attended. This says a lot about the prepara-

I personally want to thank each and every one of you for

tion and follow through by Jacqueline and Terry along with

the role you play in making Horner successful. Also, a big

everyone else that helped with the preparation and manag-

thanks, goes out to our families for putting up with our sched-

ing the Open House for us. So a big Thank You to everyone

ules that keep us from our families a lot of the time.

for the role you played in making our Open House a success.

Please be careful out there and have a great summer with

I could not have been more pleased with the attendance and

your families!

outcome of this event. Everyone did a tremendous job and
made this event very successful and one that we all should
be proud of!!!!
With regards to the business side of things, we are right on
budget for 2015, from the sales stand point but we are
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The Real
Cost of
Cashews
by: Craig Hallett

You are a customer and my job as

ter right? You think it’s interesting

Most Speedway gas stations are

the author is to write something

reading things about our company

bad examples, they are more con-

interesting,

educational,

and its people. I wanted it to be

cerned about talking with each

attention-grabbing and so on. If I

good quality otherwise you won’t

other about what happened the

don’t, you won’t be pleased with

care anymore and return for more

night before or refilling the hot-

me and you’ll be unhappy about

of my service! I worked hard on

dog roller machine than taking

the money you spent on my book.

this story to give you what you

my money for their overpriced

That’s why I’m going to try my

want and need. That is GOOD

cashews. You feel as though you

hardest to please you with this

customer service. That’s all there

have inconvenienced them by tak-

This summer we have seen

article. I want you to keep reading

is to it. It’s not what some random

ing them away from their conver-

the standard jobs such as rolls,

my stuff. I want to make you think,

best seller dude wrote telling you

sation or daily duties. Their jingle

extruders, couplings, bases,

laugh, learn and lay awake at night

what you should do. Not some

should be “The in-convenience

gears & motors flow through

thinking about what I said. Ok,

checklist to follow. Not some dumb

stores of Speedway.” What these

the shop, but every now and

that may be going too far........... I

stuff to memorize. Just simply give

Speedway employees and what

then we see more unusual

want you to DREAM about what

them what they need, (and YOU

most employees don’t realize is

jobs.

Currently we have a

I’m saying. See, you laughed, so

know what they need). You know

best explained by this quote by

Gradall excavator boom in for

I’m doing my job as the author. I’m

what they need most of the time

Henry Ford, “It is not the employer

repairs from Martin Marietta.

thinking right now about what you

before they ask you. For example,

who pays the wages. Employers

Martin Marietta is a supplier of

may like. I think I might be keeping

If you’re thinking you should call

only handle the money....It is the

aggregate and heavy building

your attention.

the customer, then do it before they

customer who pay the wages.”

materials. This piece of equip-

Guess what? The above is good

call you.

Remember, good customer service

ment is part of their excavating

customer service. Come on, admit

Now you know my definition of

traits are built-in to most all of us.

machine. We will weld and

it, you’ve been anxiously await-

good, here’s a bad customer ser-

Just find them in you and put them

machine the center rotator

ing the next company newslet-

vice example.

to use.

“Life Is Like A Box
Of Chocolates,
You Never Know
What You’re Going
To Get”
by: Wendy DeFabis

trunnion.
To quote Forrest Gump the
machine shop is like a box of
chocolates - you never know
what you’re going to get!

funny,

Terre Haute

by: Jim McClintock

Horner Industrial Group, Terre

We recently had an open house in

Haute

continuing

Terre Haute just prior to Washington

Over the past several

Streets open house. Ralph Coonce

months we have been able to bring

and Joe Oliver taught a class on

on an additional two employees

predictive and preventative main-

and are planning on another in the

tenance, we had Horner booths,

near future. The reason for these

and some great Bar-B-Que! This

had a recordable/work related inju-

additions is two-fold:

to enable

is a good thing for the Terre Haute

ry since June 2013, and previously

us to process jobs quickly and

shop and hope to grow our open

since September 2007. Yes- that’s

efficiently with our increased work

house attendance with each year!

actually six years without a record-

load and to continue to build and

Congratulations to everyone for

able injury, and only two in eight

strengthen the depth of Horner’s

successfully improving our safety

years.

workforce capabilities with our tal-

record over the last year!

accident is avoidable, that is still a

ented employees.

Haute Division in particular hasn’t

to grow.

Division,

is

Terre

Although I feel that any

great record!
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Hydraulic System Health

by: Rich Streitmarter

When it comes to the cleanliness of hydraulic systems

• An Oil Sample is taken which is then sent to an

it is far better to be proactive instead of reactive. The

independent lab for a spectro-chemical analysis. We

most common cause of hydraulic system failure is

receive a comprehensive lab report that confirms

contaminated hydraulic oil. The contamination can

the condition of the fluid and identifies contaminants

be due to external dirt or other foreign material that is

along with particle counts

ingested due to a poorly sealed power unit or it can be
caused by components in the hydraulic circuit that are

• The fluid color is checked which can indicate old or
burnt fluid

wearing out.

• New filters are installed

A great way to stay aware of the condition of the

• Minor leaks are fixed

hydraulic fluid is to perform Preventive Maintenance

• Dirt is wiped off from the system or components as

(PM’s) on a regular schedule. The scheduling is

needed

typically based on factors such as cycle rates and the

The above procedures are performed while the system

cleanliness of the surrounding environment but nor-

is operating (except for filter installation).

mally quarterly PM’s are sufficient.

We then report our findings to the customer along with

The procedures for PM’s can vary based on individual

any suggestions for repairs that may be needed. When

circumstances but our basic PM includes:

the lab report is received we contact the customer to

• Visual Inspection to identify leaks, unusual noise,

convey the results and send them a copy of the report

excessive dirt, etc.
• Temperature Readings to make sure the system is
not overheating
• Pressure Readings to verify proper operational pres-

for their records. PM Programs will extend the service
life of the hydraulic system and most of the time will
prevent catastrophic failures which can result in expensive unscheduled down time.

sures

Light Fair 2015 New York City
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The Job No One
Would Take But
Horner
by: Ralph Coonce

New Fort Wayne
Motor Counter
by: Kerry Fork
The Fort Wayne Shop
is teaming up with the
Indianapolis Sales Counter
to open a new market in
Fort Wayne. The Indy
sales counter team has
been very aggressive in
having customers list
Horner Industrial on their
cell phones. The technicians in turn are starting to
realize that texting photos
from the jobsite can save
them time and money. A
percentage of our bestselling HVAC motors have
been staged in Fort Wayne.
Soon the sales staff in Fort
Wayne and Indianapolis
will be contacting businesses and encouraging
them to buy from Horner
Industrial.

As Managers, we like to pro-

were told by a crane company,

good, you will just owe us for

mote the large, profitable and

“You can’t afford for us to pull

the testing”. With no additional

unique capabilities of our oper-

that off of there.”

risk or expense on their part,

ations in these articles. Those

copter lifts were not viewed

they agreed to let us test it.

things that help differentiate

favorably due to lifting above

We PdMA tested the motor,

our operations in the large

occupied floors, and the need

and found that the connections

company we are, but this is not

to close the heli-pad on top of

in the motor connection box

about that.

the hospital. We were able to

had failed, and that the motor

We were contacted by Eskenazi

work with a scaffold company

was actually fine!

Hospital in Indianapolis con-

that was willing, and capable of

tomer repaired the connections

cerning the replacement of

doing what we were asking for.

and the unit is running now.

a 100 HP motor.

Our quote was $30,000 to per-

We invoiced them $900.00 for

when we went to look at it to

form this work.

the testing, verses what would

quote it, it is far from a rou-

Something that did not sit well

have been $30,000 to change

tine job.

with us as the question about

the motor!

vertically inside the duct work

the fault in the motor.

The

We may have lost the oppor-

of the fan, it is an axial flow

customer had done all of the

tunity for a $30,000 job in the

fan assembly.

The motor is

trouble shooting up to this

short term, but we have gained

a 100 HP motor that weighs

point, and came to the conclu-

the

1,950 lbs. It is located 15 feet

sion that the motor had failed

of Eskenazi Hospital, it has

above the rubber membrane

electrically. We presented the

opened the door for us to quote

roof, and the building is 11

idea of Horner doing testing to

our Thermography in the facil-

stories tall. Unless we can get

confirm the failure before the

ity as well. Looking at the long

a strap around a cloud, there

removal, but they did not want

term ramifications, of this, we

was nothing above this unit to

to spend “good money after

will come out ahead. Another

rig from to try and lift anything

bad”, because they already

more philosophical way to look

with. The hospital had already

knew it had failed.

at this is, Horner’s contribution

had people in to quote this, and

The customer was quoted the

to controlling health care costs!

no one would touch it.

The

removal, and we were meeting

OEM declined, some rigging

with them in the final review of

companies, and other motor

the process before they would

repair shops declined as well.

issue us the PO. In that meet-

The idea of erecting a scaffold

ing, the offer was made to

that would accommodate the

them to let us test the motor.

material handling equipment

If it is bad, we will absorb the

was identified as the only way

cost of the testing in what we

to get the motor out, since we

have already quoted.

However,

The motor mounts

And heli-

complete

The cus-

confidence

If it is
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Did You Know Rusty
Syrus (Terre Haute)
Is A Photographer?
“I’ve always had a passion for
photography but I didn’t get
started until a couple years ago. I
showed a picture I captured to a
good friend “Seth Jones,” an artist

More Outreach For More Products

and photographer in Louisville, he

by: Matt Conn, APG

told me I should get a good cam-

Several major Horner APG

period, has really been phe-

We are reaching out to cur-

era and start taking pictures... So I

releases have hit the mar-

nomenal. Strategizing with the

rent and potential customers

bought my

ket in the last quarter, or are

team on how to best introduce

to encourage more engage-

camera! I capture

soon to be released, as we

our audiences to all these new

ment with our products and our

landscape, nature,

focus our marketing efforts to

products is a real challenge

brand through such methods

fireworks and I also

make our message as strong

– but one for which we think

as social media, white papers

like to take long

as our products. Since June,

Horner is ready,” said Tyler

and customer case studies.

exposures. My

Horner has released the -106

Sheller, Horner APG. Tyler,

Recently, one of our customers

beautiful wife Samantha and I

Option Board, a new version of

one of Horner’s Marketing

called the -106 option board a

go to Kentucky every year for

Cscape and the EXL10 OCS.

Coordinators, joined the com-

“godsend” for his company, so

Thunder Over Louisville which is

The new XL6 OCS is expected

pany in May, and a new techni-

we are letting others know this

our favorite event to take pictures.

by the end of the summer.

cal writer, Matt Conn, joined in

is what our customers think

Its an all day event of an airshow

“Joining Horner APG, espe-

June to build our presence in

about us.

and the largest fireworks display

cially during such an exciting

the market.

in the states. If there’s something

New Faces

Debbie Snodgrass/
Accounting
Indianapolis

you like to do, don’t under esti-

Richard Mancourt/
Production
APG

very successful in life.

Anthony Adamo/
Engineering
APG

Matt Conn/
Marketing
APG

Casey Gardner/
Tech Support
APG

Montrell Bates/
Production
APG

Joel Mize/
Lighting
APG

Barry Pearsall/
Welder, Fabricator
Fan & Fab

Andre Starodub/
General Helper
Machining Services

Caleb Newberry/
Ship & Receiving
Springfield

Katherine Lawrence/
Assistant Technical Writer
Indianapolis

Chris Probus/
Sales
Louisville

Larry Alan Farley/
General Helper
Indianapolis

Dale Hazelgrove/
Truck Driver
Indianapolis

Stephen Bell/
Welder, Fabricator
Fan & Fab

Lucus Hall/
General Helper
Indianapolis

James Putnam/
Ship & Receiving
Thermal Spray

Brenda Swift/
Accounting
Indianapolis

Casey Zimmerman/
General Helper
Indianapolis

Rick Ramey/
Welder
Thermal Spray

mate your passion for it because
that something might make you

Tyler Sheller/
Marketing
APG
Matthew Brown/
Mechanical Field Service
Indianapolis
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Indianapolis
Expansion Open
House
In Pictures

If you could switch
jobs within Horner
for a day, whose job
would you want to
try?
Wendy DeFabis- Machining
Services: “Bill Fleming
because I like to go barefoot!
The Horner Fan guy who
runs the laser -I would like
to see how to make that
golf divot repair tool with the
Horner logo - fascinating! “

Rusty Syrus- Terre Haute:
“Jacqueline (Marketing)because it’s an awesome
job! You get to meet lots of
people, You get to travel to
different places and I’d get to
use my camera.”

Karen Parlett- Indianapolis:
“Winder because I always
hear we have perfect windings and I would love to be
able to do that.”

Steve Bell and Tracey BrownFan and Fab: “Ray Povinelli
since he is down to working
only 1 day a week since
retirement.”

Jacqueline Keen- Marketing:
“APG Engineer, designing
something innovative and
helpful to the end user.”
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Our Most
Important Asset Is
You!
by: Amy Fletcher

Washington Street: Safety First!

Both Washington Street and
Terre Haute Motor Shops

Contributed by : Walt Boat
Safety jackets for all?

Was

recently celebrated the remark-

Another

would fix things, change a pro-

able accomplishment of working

this a new fashion design for

incident, we dust off the Safety

cess or provide training. After

over two years without a record-

display at the “Test panel run-

First flag….. you get the drift.

a period of time, quarterly tool

able injury. Congratulations to

way?” No, it was an acknowl-

For many years this went on

box meetings were initiated

everyone for this achieving this

edgement for a job well done

and our safety record stayed

with a primary focus of dis-

milestone!

in Safety at the Washington

about the same, as one would

cussing safety. These chang-

Street shop over the last few

expect.

es contributed to us having

Safety does not occur by

years.

A few years ago, it was time

seven straight quarterly safety

chance. It is a shared respon-

To understand clearly, we must

for change; that is either Safety

lunches.

sibility in which each and every

go back to the past.

was vitally important or it was

As we approached the eighth

one of us must take ownership

can clearly be an area where

not.

Our first change was

quarter (two years) of no

for our own safety and the

there is much talk, but little

small; we hung a clip board

recordables, we wanted some-

safety of our coworkers.

action and this was very true

on the shop bulletin board for

thing special to recognize our

at the Washington street shop

everyone to write safety items

safety record and that brings

Our safety program is designed

for many years.

that needed addressed.

us back to the jackets.

to preserve one of the most

Safety

In the past,

care of customers.

At

As

we had numerous injuries with

about the same time frame, a

we passed the two year mark,

some being major. We would

dedicated shop floor employ-

each employee was given a

all get up, wave the Safety

ee was assigned to evaluate

Horner jacket with the tagline

First flag and then get back to

our safety utilizing a monthly

“Two safe years”

the “real” business of taking

checklist. With his input, we

ly wear.

important assets we have, YOU!

to proud-

It has been a long

journey to improve our safety
awareness / record and as we
are now challenged to reach
three years (presently we are
840 days), it is our goal to
continue the journey by finding
new ways of doing business
safely.
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Manufacturing Our
Mark On History
by: Heidi Randall

Happy Retirement
to Donna,
Springfield
by: Mike Harper
On July 2nd, the Springfield
division had a retirement luncheon for Donna Richards.
Donna has worked at the
Springfield division for 21 years
and has been a key player in
our division’s success. She was
great on the phone with customers and also served as a motherly figure for many of us here,
through the years. She was
always lending an ear to a personal or work related problems
and always ready with kind
words of advice. The Springfield
employees purchased a silver
jewelry box with her initials
engraved on the lid and “Horner
Industrial Group, Inc. 21 years”
engraved on the front side. This
keepsake should ensure that
Donna does not forget all of us,
down the road! Donna told us
that she plans to do some traveling starting with a trip to Lake
Tahoe, Nevada. She also plans
to spend much more time with
her family and grand-children.
We all wish Donna a long and
happy retirement as she surely
does deserve it!

Along the front entrance of the

eyes. The concrete sidewalk and

Indiana State Museum, inlayed in

the terrazzo within each state was

concrete, is a tribute to each of the

cracking up making the museum’s

first 19 states. The display begins

homage to the states dangerous

bolts were used to stand-off the

farthest from the front door with

and unsightly.

exact height required.

Delaware and continues along the

included a complete re-engineer-

skids were built to ensure that

sidewalk in order of admission to

ing of the structural aspects of the

the assembly did not get bent or

the Union. The 19th state, Indiana,

design, none of which would be

damaged during transport. Horner

is located just outside the entrance

seen after the unit was reset into

Fan also developed a resuable lift-

door.

the concrete. The state units were

ing mechanisim to be used by the

in diameter which

constructed of stainless steel for

customer to set the states in place.

includes within the ring the state

resistance to corrosion. Backplates

The installation of the assemblies

name, admission date, an outline

were lasered with openings to

at the ISM site began in early July.

of the shape of the state, and 19

allow the concrete adhesive to

We invite you to go see our handy

solid or outlined stars.

hold securely and etched to locate

work at the Indiana State Museum

Unfortunatly, one of the biggest

the placement of the design. Nuts

and don’t forget to swing by here

displays that the ISM showcases

were welded to the backs of all of

to see what is new and exciting at

was literally crumbling before their

the details and

Horner Fan and Fab!

Each display is a decora-

tive ring, 72”

This challenge

Custom

Horner Lighting “Flatly” Accepts the Challenge to
Enter the Commercial Lighting Space by: Dave Bader
It is hard to believe, but the evolu-

how we fit into the market space.

tion of lighting designs are moving

To

at…well, the speed of light. In fact,

Phosphor lights, Horner Lighting

you may already know about the

is preparing to launch our FLAT

state of the art Remote Phosphor

PANEL, edge lit troffers. This fam-

technology that Horner Lighting is

ily of products allows customers to

promoting, and how and why that

replace bulky, energy-consuming

technology has separated Horner

drop-in fixtures common in offices

Lighting from the thousands of

throughout the world, with an LED

lighting products, Horner is really

LED lights that have entered the

fixture that is literally only 7/16”

pushing the envelope for technol-

market in the last 5 years.

deep.

ogy. We are quickly becoming a

“Remote Phosphor Technology

Imagine replacing office fixtures

leader in overall lighting and light-

allows our customers to differen-

with a low-profile fixture that can

ing controls.

tiate between good, better and

be dimmed from your computer or

Check out the new Flat Panel trof-

Horner,” said Paul Abbenhaus,

even your smart phone. By com-

fers in action for yourself in the

Regional

bining some of our Automation

APG conference room, and in the

products with our growing line of

picture above.

Sales

Manager

for

Horner Lighting, when describing

complement

our

Remote
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Open House: Thanks For Your Efforts!

Did you know Gary
Goble (MFS) is
Pretty Handy at
Woodworking?

by: Terry Thorne

The recent Open House was a

the power of the Horner fam-

they experienced that feeling

huge success and I would like

ily of companies and showed

during their visit. Thank you for

When you start looking around

to extend my sincere thanks to

what team effort can do. We

making them feel that way!

and getting to know one anoth-

everyone for your contribution,

had over 500 customers visit

I’m proud of the efforts all of you

er here at Horner, you realize

no matter how small or insig-

our facilities over the two days

put forth to showcase our com-

nificant you think your involve-

of the Open House and the

pany as the leader in the indus-

ment was. Whether you direct-

response from our customers

try that we are and I would like

ed traffic, cleaned the floors,

was overwhelmingly positive.

to encourage everyone to con-

moved equipment, emptied the

What our customers experi-

tinue to make Horner Industrial

He built the bed above for his

trash, set up, tore down, took

enced during their visit were

a place where we all do our

Grandson Brady. It was built out

a moment to smile or wave

Horner employees at various

best to collectively make this

of Poplar Wood from a 100 year

at one of our visitors. ALL of

locations all being very friendly

a great place to work. I appre-

old barn in Connorsville, IN.

you made a difference as we

and helpful, which spoke vol-

ciate all of you and extend

prepared, and then executed

umes about the message we’re

my sincere thanks for making

an event our customers and

continually trying to convey.

our company the successful

vendors will be talking about

We are family, and one of our

company that it is! Together

for a long time.

goals is to treat all of our cus-

Everyone Accomplishes More

on this surprise present for his

The Open House showcased

tomers like family, and I believe

= T.E.A.M. Horner!

grandson, a calf roper out in

there are so many talents here.
One includes Gary Goble,
Mechanical Field Service
Indianapolis, who has become
quite handy in wood building.

Poplar is native to Indiana, this
tree was harvested on land for
the owners to build barns and
houses for themselves and others. Gary spent about 60 hours

Mullen, Nebraska.

Brain Teaser

This Editions Prize: $50 giftcard

Johnny’s Mother had three children. The
first child was named April. The second

Answer to last quarters: All
months have 28 days!

child was named May. What was the third
child’s name?

Last quarters winners:
1st place $50 giftcard : Ryck

Three days to give me your answer,
right answers will go into a drawing

Stein APG
2nd place $25 giftcard: Bill Roe APG

for a final winner. There will be 3 addi-

3rd place Horner Clothing: Wayne Ecker

tional prizes for 2nd-4th place.

Louisville

317-639-4261 (240)

4th place Horner Goodie Bag: Will Taylor

jacqueline.keen@hornerindustrial.com

Cincinnati
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Our Unique
Employees and
their families

Dave Bader’s (APG) Bill Giebel’s (APG) Richard Bracken,
Granddaughter Granddaughter ENCY (E.F.S.) Guest of
the day!
Colleen Elle
Catherine Giebel
10lbs-4.6oz / 21”
6lbs-4oz/21”

Barb Bender and Martha
Mills (Indy, Accounting)
Retirement Party

HORNER INSIDER

Jim McClintock’s (Terre
Haute) Granddaughters’
Maggie Joe and Haiden

Rob Taylor’s (Indianapolis)
new Grandson Ezekiel
(Zeke) Jordan Taylor

In Memory of Pamela
(wife of Steve Belt, Fan
& Fab) Sept. 27, 1956 to
July 12, 2015

Maria Horner (APG)
celebrates her 40th
birthday

Michelle Goodman’s
(Machining Srvcs)
daughter Megan IU
Graduate

Stephanie Clapper (APG)
Warrior Dash 5K
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Terre Haute Open House
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